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COURSE DESCRIPTION

RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY 3
CON003

This year long course is designed to reinforce and update the concepts and skills obtained in
Construction 1 & 2. This class introduces Residential Wiring to the student.  The student will be
provided a background in electrical principles and practices, as well as an understanding of
electrical CODE requirements.  They will be equipped to design and install safe residential
wiring systems. The course is formulated to coincide with Nevada state standards established for
Residential Construction Technology. 



GENERAL LEARNER OUTCOMES AND SCOPE/SEQUENCE
FOR

CONSTRUCTION 3 / RESIDENTIAL WIRING

Upon completion of the RESIDENTIAL  WIRING course, a student will be able to perform the
following competencies:
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ELECTRICAL THEORY;
  1  State the law of charges.
  2  Explain the law of centrifugal force.
  3  Describe the differences between conductors and insulators.
  4  Define and amp, a volt, and ohm, and a watt.
  5  Compute electrical values using Ohm’s Law formulas.
  6  Describe and Id the different types of circuits.
  CIRCUIT THEORY;
   1  Describe the properties of series circuits.
   2  Apply the three rules for solving electrical values of series circuits.
   3  Compute values for voltage, current, resistance, and power for          
       series circuits.
   4  Compute the values of voltage drop in a series circuit using the        
        voltage divider formula.
   5  Describe the properties of parallel circuits. 
   6  Apply the three rules for solving electrical values of parallel             
        circuits and solve the missing values using Ohm’s Law.
   7  Describe a current divider circuit and calculate current values in       
       these circuits.
   8  Describe combination circuits and solve the missing values for         
       combination circuits.
 CIRCUIT COMPONENTS;
   1  Describe the makeup, sizing and marking systems used for               
        conductors.
   2  List various types and describe the function of fuses, circuit              
       breakers, and switches.
   3  Describe the American Wire Gauge sizing system.
   4  Compute voltage drop in a conductor, given the length and size of    
       the  conductor and the current value.
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SAFETY and GROUNDING;
   1 Demonstrate an understanding of the shock hazard associated with    
      electrical work.
   2 Describe the purpose of the NEC and locate specific rules pertaining 
      to residential electrical safety hazards.
   3 Id common electrical hazards, and tell how to avoid them, on the
job        site.
   4 Describe the purpose of OSHA and cite specific provisions dealing   
      with general and electrical safety hazards associated with residential 
       wiring.
   5 Describe and use the personal protective equipment used by              
       residential electricians.
    6 Apply the safety practices pertaining to general and electrical           
        safety.
    7 Decipher and apply the information found on MSDS.
    8 Describe the various classes of fire and tell which types of                
        extinguishers to use on them.
    9 Describe the importance of lock out and tag out procedures.
  10 Erect scaffolds and ladders using the correct safety procedures.
  11 Cite the importance of GFCI’s.
  12 Describe the importance of proper grounding.
HARDWARE AND MATERIALS;
    1 Id common box and enclosure types used in residential wiring.
    2 Id common conductor and cable, cable connecters, terminals, and 
       lug types.
    3 Id common raceway types, devices, box covers, and plates used in   
        residential wiring.
    4 Describe the operation of fuses and circuit breakers and id the          
        various types.
    5 Id common panelboards, load centers, and safety switches used in    
       residential wiring.
    6 Id and use the proper fasteners and fittings used for wiring.
TOOLS;
    1 Demonstrate the proper safe use, maintenance, and care of common 
       and specialty hand tools  in residential wiring.
    2 Demonstrate the proper safe use, maintenance, and care of power     
       tools used in residential wiring. 
TEST and MEASUREMENT TOOLS;
    1 Demonstrate the proper and safe use of continuity testers, voltage     
       testers, voltmeters, in-line and clamp-on ammeters, and ohm             
       meters,
    2  Demonstrate the proper and safe use of multi meters.
    3  Properly care for and maintain test and measurement instruments.
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RESIDENTIAL BUILDING PLANS;
    1 Read residential building plans and specifications and take               
        information necessary to complete a given job.
    2 Recognize basic residential framing methods and ID its                
components.
    3 Layout wiring runs and box and fixture locations using a set of         
       plans to code.
RESIDENTIAL SERVICE ENTRANCES;
    1 Describe the use of overhead and underground residential service     
       entrances.
    2 Establish temporary and permanent power with the utility
company.
    3 Define common residential service entrance terms.
    4 Establish and install service entrances according to the NEC.
    5 Explain and install grounding and bonding connection requirements 
       according the NEC rules.
    6 Apply all NEC requirements that pertain to service entrances.
    7 Layout and install service enterances according to the requirements  
       of the utility company.
SERVICE ENTRANCE CALCULATIONS;
    1 Determine the minimum number and type of branch circuits             
        required for a residential wiring system.
    2 Calculate branch-circuit sizing and loaking according to NEC           
       requirements.
    3 Calculate the minimum conductor size for  residential service           
       entrances.
    4 Determine the proper size of the service entrance main disconnect.
    5 Determine the proper size for a panel board for the wiring system.
    6 Calculate the minimum-size feeder conductors delivering power to  
         a subpanel.
    7 Calculate, using the steps required, a service entrance using              
       methods outlined in Article 220 of the NEC.
SERVICE ENTRANCE EQUIPMENT and INSTALLATION;
    1  Id overhead and underground service entrance equipment.
    2  Demonstrate installation techniques for overhead and underground  
        service entrances.
    3 Install panelboards and subpanels.
    4 Demonstrate the techniques for upgrading existing service                
        entrances.
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WIRE ROUGH-IN ;
    1 Select the appropriate wiring methods, conductor types, and             
        electrical boxes for a residential electrical system rough-in.
    2 Cite the general requirements for a residential wiring rough-in,         
       conductors, and electrical box installation.
    3 Perform the wiring rough-in for a residence following the general    
        requirements for wiring methods, conductors, and electrical boxes   
        for the wiring system.
ELECTRICAL BOX INSTALLATION;
    1  Select the appropriate electrical box types for given residential        
          wiring.
    2  Size the electrical boxes according to the NEC regulations.
    3  Install metal and non-metallic boxes in different residential wiring  
         situations.
    4 Install lighting outlet and junction boxes for a residential wiring       
       system.
    5 Install electrical boxes in existing walls and ceilings to upgrade an   
        existing wiring system.
CABLE INSTALLATION;
    1  Select appropriate cable for residential applications.
    2  Describe and locate NEC requirements for installing cable types      
        used in residential wiring.
    3  Prepare, start, and support cable runs in residential wiring                
        applications.
    4  Use the proper techniques to install and secure cable to electrical     
         boxes and termination in th box.
    5  Install cable in existing walls and ceilings.
RACEWAY INSTALLATION;
    1  Select the appropriate raceway size and type for the application.
    2  Cut, thread, and bend electrical conduit using proper techniques
for           residential applications.
    3  Install raceways using proper techniques for residential wiring.
    4  Using proper techniques install conductors in an installed raceway.
SWITCHING CIRCUIT INSTALLATION;
     1  Select the appropriate switch types and ratings for specific              
          residential  switching  situations.
     2  Apply the NEC requirements that apply to switches.
     3  Properly install single pole, three-way, and four-way switches.
     4  Use the proper techniques to install switched duplex receptacles,    
         combination switches, and double-pole switches.
     5  Use the proper techniques for installing dimmer switches and         
          ceiling suspended paddle fan/light switches.
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BRANCH-CIRCUIT INSTALLATION;
    1  Install general lighting branch circuits.
    2  Install small-appliance branch circuits.
    3  Install electric range branch circuits.
    4  Install counter top cook unit and wall-mounted oven branch             
         circuits.
    5  Install garbage disposal branch circuits.
    6  Install dishwater branch circuits.
    7  Install laundry branch circuits.
    8  Install electric clothes dryer branch circuits.
    9  Install branch circuits in bathrooms.
  10  Install water pump branch circuits.
  11  Install electric water heater branch circuits.
  12  Install branch circuits for heating and air conditioning.
  13  Install branch circuits for electric heaters.
  14  Install branch circuits for smoke detectors.
  15  Install branch circuits for low-voltage chime circuits.
SPECIAL RESIDENTIAL WIRING;
     1  Install garage feeders and branch circuits.
     2  Install branch circuits for outdoor situations, including swimming  
          pools and hot tubs.
     3  Demonstrate an understanding of the installation of a standby         
         power system.
VIDEO, VOICE, and DATA WIRING INSTALLATION;
     1  List the common terms and definitions used in video, voice, and     
         data cable installation.
     2  Install video, voice, and data wiring in residential applications to    
         EIA/TIA 570 standards.
     3  Id the materials used in video, voice, and data wiring.
LIGHTING FIXTURE INSTALLATION;
     1  Describe the basics of lighting.
     2  Id and define the terminology used with lamps and lighting             
         fixtures.
     3  Describe the three different lamp types used in residential               
         applications: incandescent, fluorescent, and high-intensity              
          discharge.
      4  Select lighting fixtures for specific residential living areas.
      5  Install common residential lighting fixtures.
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DEVICE INSTALLATION;
    1   Properly splice wires using wirenuts.
    2   Properly terminate circuit conductors to switches and receptacle     
         devices.
    3   Select the proper receptacle for the specific residential application.
    4   Using the proper techniques install receptacles.
    5   Select the proper switch for specific applications and install them.
    6   Select the proper GFCI, AFCI, or TVSS device and properly          
          install them.
SERVICE PANEL TRIM-OUT;
    1   Select the proper overcurrent protection device for specific             
        residential branch circuits.
    2   Describe the construction and use of fuses and circuit breakers       
          used in residential wiring.
    3   Install the proper fuse or circuit breaker in panels.
    4   Using proper techniques trim out residential panels.
TROUBLESHOOTING and EVALUATING ELECTRICAL
WIRING SYSTEMS;
    1  Follow a checklist to determine if the basic requirements of the       
         NEC were met in the electrical system installation.
    2  Test for current and voltage in an energized circuit.
    3  Test for continuity in existing branch-circuit wiring and wiring        
        devices.
    4  Test wiring circuits for short circuit, ground fault, or an open           
         circuit.
    5  Troubleshoot common residential electrical system problems.
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CONSTRUCTION 3 / RESIDENTIAL WIRING
Upon completion of the RESIDENT WIRING course, the student was able to perform the
following major competencies at the following levels:

COURSE COMPETENCIES
 Explain the electron theory for current flow.

 Describe the makeup of a series and parallel electrical circuit.

 Define electrical terms: amperage, voltage, resistance, ohms, and                 
  wattage.

 Understand codes and code enforcement agencies.

 State and explain Ohm’s law and apply to resistance, voltage, and                
  current.

 List twelve basic rules which apply to electrical wiring job safety.

 State ten requirements for the installation of temporary wiring.

 Explain how to help a shock victim.

 Give working principles of grounding for electrical systems.

 Explain the difference between equipment grounding and system                 
  grounding.

 Define what bonding is and explain how it is done.

 Demonstrate an understanding of the operating principles of a ground          
  fault circuit interrupter (GFCI) and explain where to use them.

 List the different conductor systems used in residential and light                   
  commercial wiring and describe conditions under which each system is      
    suitable..

 Use the NEC to find specific requirements and tables relating to                   
  installation of different conductor systems.(hard copy & NEC                      
  software)

 List and describe the various types of enclosures used in electrical                
  wiring.
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COURSE COMPETENCIES
 Describe steps involved in planning a wiring rough-in.

 Indicate where electrical boxes should be located on walls and ceilings.

 List standard heights for location of receptacle boxes and switch boxes.

 Demonstrate proper installation of boxes.

 Give Code restrictions on number of bends in a conduit run.

 Cut and bend conduit properly.

 Demonstrate proper method for pulling wires through conduit.

 Demonstrate proper installation of metallic and nonmetallic cable.

 Make proper connections of conduit and cable to boxes.

 Cut and strip cable.

 Perform all steps involved in the “finishing” stage of electrical wiring          
   including stripping of conductors, attaching conductors to device               
    terminals, and making proper grounding connections in circuits.

 Identify circuitry so as to properly hook up switches, receptacles, and          
  fixtures.

 Demonstrate several methods for mounting fixtures.

 Describe the minimum NEC regulations for each type of circuit.

 Calculate loads on all types of circuits.(computer & calculator)

 Know requirements for location of receptacles in residential                         
  installations.

 Know requirements for location of lighting in residential installations.

 Know where to find NEC rules for installation of light fixtures.

 List requirements for appliance circuits.
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COURSE COMPETENCIES
 Cite requirements for split-wire circuits.

 Read an electrical plan.

 Sketch an electrical diagram and cable layout on a residential floor plan.      
  (computer & paper)

 Plan and install electrical components according to layouts including           
   three-way and four-way switches.

 Install a ground fault circuit interrupter.

 List the components which are part of the service entrance.

 List the eight basic guidelines on placement of a residential service              
   entrance.

 Calculate the size of the service entrance given the power requirements of   
   the residence.

 Select the proper conductor cable and components for the service                 
 entrance.

 Size and install service conductors between the meter socket, main               
 disconnect, and service panel.

 Provide proper grounding for a service entrance.

 State the NEC regulations pertaining to clearances for the service drop.

 Discuss NEC regulations for appliance circuits and other special                  
  circuits.

 Compute electrical loads for light commercial buildings and small               
    multifamily dwellings.(computer & calculator)

 Explain how set up a yard pole and design power distribution between         
  yard pole and various buildings.

 Describe appropriate rural grounding system.

 Select appropriate cable, boxes, and fixtures for damp locations and             
 corrosive conditions found in agricultural buildings.
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COURSE COMPETENCIES
 Install agricultural wiring with appropriate provision for protection of          
  conductor cables, boxes, devices, and fixtures.
 
 Compute loads and design circuits adequate for each agricultural                  
 building.(computer & calculator)

 Find the NEC regulations for agricultural wiring.(hard copy & NEC             
 software)

 Demonstrate familiarity with NEC requirements for mobile home                 
  electrical service and wiring.

 Compute loads for mobile home circuits.(computer & calculator)

 List applications and give advantages of low-voltage circuits and                 
  wiring.

 Describe L-V components and give their working principle and                    
  purpose.

 Plan and install simple L-V circuits.

 List and use accepted safety practices for remodel projects.

 Describe and demonstrate the considerations for various electrical                
  remodeling procedures. 

 List six measuring instruments used by electricians and indicate their           
   purpose and demonstrate the use of each.

 List additional tools used for troubleshooting electrical circuits.

 Connect troubleshooting instruments or use their probes to test                     
electrical devices and fixtures such as fuses, circuit breakers,                         
 receptacles, switches, and light fixtures.

 Diagnose and repair tested components.

 Demonstrate an understanding of cause and remedy for unbalanced              
 circuits and improperly connected circuits.
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COURSE COMPETENCIES
 Locate in the NEC regulations concerning signaling and specialized             
  circuits requirements.

 Discuss special wiring requirements for garages and outbuildings.

 Outline general wiring requirements for electric motors.

 Locate in the NEC articles affecting electric motor circuit installation.

 Read and interpret the information contained in a motor nameplate and        
  determine proper conductor size and the length of run in the circuit.

  Select proper size of motor control given the information on the                  
  nameplate.

  Select proper motor for application given the load and type of                      
 operation.

  Perform proper installation, maintenance and repair procedures for              
  electric motors.

  Troubleshoot basic motor problems.
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